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use#OAPLOCAL-GLOBAL COMPATIBILITY FOR l = p, I.
THOMAS BARNET-LAMB, TOBY GEE, DAVID GERAGHTY, AND RICHARD TAYLOR
Abstract. We prove the compatibility of the local and global Langlands cor-
respondences at places dividing l for the l-adic Galois representations associ-
ated to regular algebraic conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic represen-
tations of GLn over an imaginary CM eld, under the assumption that the
automorphic representations have Iwahori-xed vectors at places dividing l
and have Shin-regular weight.
R esum e. Nous prouvons la compatibilit e entre les correspondances de Lan-
glands locale et globale aux places divisant l pour les repr esentations ga-
loisiennes l-adiques associ ees  a des repr esentations automorphes cuspidales
alg ebriques et r eguli eres de GLn sur un corps CM qui sont duales de leur
conjugu ee complexe, sous les hypoth eses suppl ementaires que ces repr esentations
automorphes ont des vecteurs xes par un sous-groupe d'Iwahori aux places
divisant l et ont un poids r egulier au sens de Shin.
Introduction.
In this paper we prove the compatibility at places dividing l of the local and
global Langlands correspondences for the l-adic Galois representations associated to
regular algebraic conjugate self-dual cuspidal automorphic representations of GLn
over an imaginary CM eld in the special case that the automorphic representations
have Iwahori-xed vectors at places dividing l and have Shin-regular weight. In the
sequel to this paper [BLGGT11] we build on these results to prove the compatibility
in general (up to semisimplication in the case of non-Shin-regular weight).
Our main result is as follows (see Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3).
Theorem A. Let m  2 be an integer, l a rational prime and { : Ql
 ! C. Let
F be an imaginary CM eld and  a regular algebraic, conjugate self-dual cuspidal
automorphic representation of GLm(AF). If  has Shin-regular weight and vjl is a
place of F such that 
Iwm;v
v 6= f0g, then
{WD(rl;{()jGFv)F-ss  = rec(v 
 jdetj(1 m)=2):
In particular WD(rl;{()jGFv) is pure.
(See Section 1 for any unfamiliar terminology.) The proof is essentially an imme-
diate application of the methods of [TY07], applied in the setting of [Shi10] rather
than that of [HT01], and we refer the reader to the introductions of those papers
for the details of the methods that we use. Indeed, if  is square-integrable at
some nite place, then the result is implicit in [TY07], although it is not explicitly
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recorded there. For the convenience of the reader, we make an eort to make our
proof as self-contained as possible.
Notation and terminology. We write all matrix transposes on the left; so tA
is the transpose of A. We let Bm  GLm denote the Borel subgroup of upper
triangular matrices and Tm  GLm the diagonal torus. We let Im denote the
identity matrix in GLm. We will sometimes denote the product GLm  GLn by
GLm;n.
If M is a eld, we let M denote a separable closure of M and GM the absolute
Galois group Gal(M=M). Let l denote the l-adic cyclotomic character
Let p be a rational prime and K=Qp a nite extension. We let OK denote the
ring of integers of K, }K the maximal ideal of OK, k(K) the residue eld OK=}K,
K : K  Z the canonical valuation and j jK : K ! Q the absolute value given
by jxjK = #(k(K)) K(x). We let j j
1=2
K : K ! R

>0 denote the unique positive
unramied square root of j jK. If K is clear from the context, we will sometimes
write j j for j jK. We let FrobK denote the geometric Frobenius element of Gk(K)
and IK the kernel of the natural surjection GK  Gk(K). We will sometimes
abbreviate FrobQp by Frobp. We let WK denote the preimage of Frob
Z
K under the
map GK  Gk((K)), endowed with a topology by decreeing that IK  WK with
its usual topology is an open subgroup of WK. We let Art K : K  ! Wab
K denote
the local Artin map, normalized to take uniformizers to lifts of FrobK.
Let 
 be an algebraically closed eld of characteristic 0. A Weil-Deligne repre-
sentation of WK over 
 is a triple (V;r;N) where V is a nite dimensional vector
space over 
, r : WK ! GL(V ) is a representation with open kernel and N : V ! V
is an endomorphism with r()Nr() 1 = jArt
 1
K ()jKN. We say that (V;r;N) is
Frobenius semisimple if r is semisimple and we let (V;r;N)F-ss denote the Frobe-
nius semisimplication of (V;r;N) (see for instance Section 1 of [TY07]) and we
let (V;r;N)ss denote (V;rss;0). If 
 has the same cardinality as C, we have the
notions of a Weil-Deligne representation being pure or pure of weight k { see the
paragraph before Lemma 1.4 of [TY07].
We will let recK be the local Langlands correspondence of [HT01], so that if 
is an irreducible complex admissible representation of GLn(K), then recK() is a
Weil-Deligne representation of the Weil group WK. We will write rec for recK when
the choice of K is clear. If  is a continuous representation of GK over Ql with
l 6= p then we will write WD() for the corresponding Weil-Deligne representation
of WK. (See for instance Section 1 of [TY07].)
If m  1 is an integer, we let Iwm;K  GLm(OK) denote the subgroup of matri-
ces which map to an upper triangular matrix in GLm(k(K)). If  is an irreducible
admissible supercuspidal representation of GLm(K) and s  1 is an integer we let
Sp s() be the square integrable representation of GLms(K) dened for instance
in Section I.3 of [HT01]. Similarly, if r : WK ! GLm(
) is an irreducible repre-
sentation with open kernel and  is the supercuspidal representation rec
 1
K (r), we
let Sps(r) = recK(Sps()). If K0=K is a nite extension and if  is an irreducible
smooth representation of GLn(K) we will write BC K0=K() for the base change of
 to K0 which is characterized by recK0(K0) = recK()jWK0.
If  is a continuous de Rham representation of GK over Qp then we will write
WD() for the corresponding Weil-Deligne representation of WK (its construction,
which is due to Fontaine, is recalled in Section 1 of [TY07]), and if 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continuous embedding of elds then we will write HT() for the multiset of Hodge-
Tate numbers of  with respect to . Thus HT() is a multiset of dim integers.
In fact, if W is a de Rham representation of GK over Qp and if  : K ,! Qp then
the multiset HT(W) contains i with multiplicity dimQp(W 
;K
b K(i))GK. Thus
for example HT(l) = f 1g.
If F is a number eld and v a prime of F, we will often denote FrobFv, k(Fv)
and Iwm;Fv by Frobv, k(v) and Iwm;v. If  : F ,! Qp or C is an embedding of elds,
then we will write F for the closure of the image of . If F0=F is a soluble, nite
Galois extension and if  is a cuspidal automorphic representation of GLm(AF) we
will write BC F 0=F() for its base change to F0, an automorphic representation of
GLn(AF 0). If R : GF ! GLm(Ql) is a continuous representation, we say that R
is pure of weight w if for all but nitely many primes v of F, R is unramied at
v and every eigenvalue of R(Frobv) is a Weil (#k(v))w-number. (See Section 1 of
[TY07].) If F is an imaginary CM eld, we will denote its maximal totally real
subeld by F+ and let c denote the non-trivial element of Gal(F=F+).
1. Automorphic Galois representations
We recall some now-standard notation and terminology. Let F be an imaginary
CM eld with maximal totally real subeld F+. By a RACSDC (regular, algebraic,
conjugate self dual, cuspidal) automorphic representation of GLm(AF) we mean
that
{  is a cuspidal automorphic representation of GLm(AF) such that 1 has
the same innitesimal character as some irreducible algebraic representation
of the restriction of scalars from F to Q of GLm,
{ and c  = _.
We will say that  has level prime to l (resp. level potentially prime to l) if for
all vjl the representation v is unramied (resp. becomes unramied after a nite
base change).
If 
 is an algebraically closed eld of characteristic 0 we will write (Zm)Hom(F;
);+
for the set of a = (a;i) 2 (Zm)Hom(F;
) satisfying
a;1    a;m:
We will write (Zm)
Hom(F;
)
0 for the subset of elements a 2 (Zm)Hom(F;
) with
a;i + ac;m+1 i = 0:
If F0=F is a nite extension we dene aF 0 2 (Zm)Hom(F
0;
);+ by
(aF 0);i = ajF;i:
Following [Shi10] we will be interested, inter alia, in the case that either m is odd;
or that m is even and for some  2 Hom(F;
) and for some odd integer i we
have a;i > a;i+1. If either of these conditions hold then we will say that a is
Shin-regular. (We warn the reader that this is often referred to as `slightly regular'
in the literature. However as this notion is strictly stronger than `regularity' we
prefer to use the term Shin-regular.)
If a 2 (Zm)Hom(F;C);+, let a denote the irreducible algebraic representation of
GL
Hom(F;C)
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of GLm with highest weights a. We will say that a RACSDC automorphic repre-
sentation  of GLm(AF) has weight a if 1 has the same innitesimal character
as _
a. Note that in this case a must lie in (Zm)
Hom(F;C)
0 .
We recall (see Theorem 1.2 of [BLGHT09]) that to a RACSDC automorphic
representation  of GLm(AF) and { : Ql
 ! C we can associate a continuous
semisimple representation
rl;{() : Gal(F=F)  ! GLm(Ql)
with the properties described in Theorem 1.2 of [BLGHT09]. In particular
rl;{()c  = rl;{()_ 
 
1 m
l :
For vjl a place of F, the representation rl;{()jGFv is de Rham and if  : F ,! Ql
then
HT(rl;{()) = fa{;1 + m   1;a{;2 + m   2;:::;a{;mg:
If v6 jl, then the main result of [Car10] states that
{WD(rl;{()jGFv)F-ss  = rec(v 
 jdetj(1 m)=2):
We recall the following result which will prove useful.
Proposition 1.1. Let 
 be an algebraically closed eld of characteristic 0 and of
the same cardinality as C.
(1) Suppose K=Qp is a nite extension. Let (V;r;N) and (V 0;r0;N0) be pure,
Frobenius semisimple Weil-Deligne representations of WK over 
. If the
representations (V;rss) and (V 0;(r0)ss) are isomorphic, then (V;r;N)  =
(V 0;r0;N0).
(2) If F is an imaginary CM eld and  is a RACSDC automorphic represen-
tation of GLn(AF), then for each { : 

 ! C and each nite place v of F,
{ 1rec(v) is pure.
Proof. The rst part follows from Lemma 1.4(4) of [TY07]. For the second part,
Theorem 1.2 of [Car10] states that v is tempered for each nite place v of F. If
 is an automorphism of C, then there is a RACSDC automorphic representation
0 = 1 
 0
1 of GLn(AF) (see Th eor eme 3.13 of [Clo90]) and we deduce that
v is tempered. The second part then follows from this and Lemma 1.4(3) of
[TY07]. 
We can now state our main results.
Theorem 1.2. Let m  2 be an integer, l a rational prime and { : Ql
 ! C. Let L be
an imaginary CM eld and  a RACSDC automorphic representation of GLm(AL).
If  has Shin-regular weight and vjl is a place of L such that 
Iwm;v
v 6= f0g, then
{WD(rl;{()jGLv)F-ss  = rec(v 
 jdetj(1 m)=2):
Before turning to the proof, we rst record a corollary.
Corollary 1.3. Let m  2 be an integer, l a rational prime and { : Ql
 ! C.
Let L be an imaginary CM eld and  a RACSDC automorphic representation of
GLm(AL). If  has Shin-regular weight and vjl is a place of L then WD(rl;{()jGLv)
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Proof. Choose a nite CM soluble Galois extension F=L such that for each prime
wjv of F, BC Fw=Lv(v)Iwm;w 6= f0g. Then WD(rl;{()jGFw) is pure by Theorem
1.2 and Proposition 1.1. Lemma 1.4 of [TY07] then implies that WD(rl;{()jGLv)
is pure. 
The rest of this paper will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2.
2. Notation and running assumptions
For the convenience of the reader, we recall here the following notation which
appears in [Shi10]:
{ If  is a RACSDC automorphic representation of GLm(AF) for some integer
m  2 and an imaginary CM eld F, or if  is an algebraic Hecke character
of A

M=M for a number eld M, then Rl;{() denotes rl;{(_).
{ If L=F is a nite extension of number elds, then RamL=F (resp. UnrL=F,
resp. SplL=F) denotes the set of nite places of F which are ramied (resp.
unramied, resp. completely split) in L. We denote by SplL=F;Q the set of
rational primes p such that every place of F above p splits completely in L.
{ If F is a number eld and  is an automorphic representation of GLn=F, then
RamQ() denotes the set of rational primes p such that there exists a place
vjp of F with v ramied.
{ If G is a group of the form H(F) for F=Qp nite and H=F a reductive group; or
H(AT
F) for F a number eld, H=F a reductive group and T a nite set of places
of F containing all innite places (where as usual AT
F is dened in the same
way as AF, except that one takes the restricted direct product over the places
not in T); or a product of groups of this form, then we let Irr(G) (resp. Irrl(G))
denote the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible admissible representations
of G on C-vector spaces (resp. Ql-vector spaces). We let Groth(G) (resp.
Groth l(G)) denote the Grothendieck group of the category of admissible C-
representations (resp. Ql-representations) of G. (See Section I.2 of [HT01].)
{  : Z ! f0;1g is the unique function such that (n)  n mod 2.
{ n is the matrix in GLn with (n)ij = ( 1)i+1i;n+1 j.
{ If R ! S is a homomorphism of commutative rings, RS=R denotes the restric-
tion of scalars functor.
{ If  is a representation of a group G with a central character, we denote the
central character by  .
We now x the following notations and assumptions which will be in force from
Section 3 to Section 6:
{ E is a quadratic imaginary eld;
{ F+ is a totally real eld with [F+ : Q]  2;
{ F = EF+ and RamF=Q  SplF=F +;Q;
{  : F ,! C is an embedding and E = jE;
{ C = Hom(F;C) and 
+
C = Hom E;E(F;C);
{ n  3 is an odd integer;
{ p 2 SplE=Q is a rational prime and ujp is a prime of E;
{ w is a prime of F above u and w1 = w;w2;:::;wr denote all of the primes of
F above u;
{ p : Qp
 ! C is an isomorphism such that  1
p   induces the place w;
{ l is a rational prime (possibly equal to p) and { : Ql
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Dene algebraic groups Gn and Gn over Z by setting
Gn(R) = f(;g) 2 R  GLn(OF 
Z R) : gn
tgc = ng; and
Gn(R) = ROE=Z(Gn Z OE)(R) = Gn(OE 
Z R)
for any Z-algebra R. Then Gn Z Q and Gn Z Q are reductive. We let  denote
the action on Gn induced by (1;c) on Gn Z OE.
If R is an E-algebra, then Gn(R) is a subgroup of R  GLn(F 
Q R) = R 
GLn(F 
ER)GLn(F 
E;cR) and the projection onto RGLn(F 
ER) denes
an isomorphism
Gn(R)  = R  GLn(F 
E R):
It follows that Gn Q E
 ! Gm  RF=E(GLn). [Note that here Gm is the multi-
plicative group, rather than Gn in the case n = m.]
If v 2 UnrF=Q, then Kv := Gn(Zv) (resp. Kv := Gn(Zv)) is a hyperspecial
maximal compact subgroup of Gn(Qv) (resp. Gn(Qv)). In this case we say that a
representation of Gn(Qv) (resp. Gn(Qv)) is unramied if the space of Kv-invariants
(resp. Kv-invariants) is non-zero. Furthermore, we dene the unramied Hecke
algebras Hur(Gn(Qv)) and Hur(Gn(Qv)) with respect to Kv and Kv respectively,
as in Section 1.1 of [Shi10]. (We note that these are C-algebras.) If T is a set of
places of Q with f1g [ RamF=Q  T, we let KT =
Q
v62T Kv  Gn(AT).
We say that a representation v of Gn(Qv) is -stable if v    = v and we
let Irr
 st(Gn(Qv))  Irr(Gn(Qv)) be the subset of -stable representations. For
v 2 UnrF=Q, we let Irr
ur(G(Qv))  Irr(G(Qv)) (resp. Irr
ur(Gn(Qv))  Irr(Gn(Qv)),
resp. Irr
ur; st(Gn(Qv))  Gn(Qv)) denote the subset consisting of unramied
(resp. unramied, resp. unramied, -stable) representations.
Let # : RF=Q(GLn) ! RF=Q(GLn) denote the map g 7! n
tg c 1
n . If v is a
rational prime, then
Gn(Qv) = Gn(E 
Q Qv)  = (E 
Q Qv)  GLn(F 
Q Qv):
If (;g) 2 Gn(Qv), then (;g) = (c;cg#). Let v 2 Irr(Gn(Qv)) and write
v =  v 
 1
v with respect to the above decomposition of Gn(Qv). Then v is
-stable if and only if (1
v)_  = 1
v  c, and  1
vj(E
QQv) =  c
v= v.
We now recall the existence of local base change maps in the following cases (see
Section 4.2 of [Shi10] for details):
{ Case 1: If v 2 UnrF=Q, we have a map
BC v : Irr
ur(Gn(Qv)) ! Irr
ur; st(Gn(Qv)):
(Note that the assumption v 62 RamQ($) in Case 1 of Section 4.2 of [Shi10]
plays no role there.) This is induced by a homomorphism of C-algebras BC

v :
Hur(Gn(Qv)) ! Hur(Gn(Qv)).
{ Case 2: If v 2 SplF=F +;Q, we have a map
BC v : Irr(Gn(Qv)) ! Irr
 st(Gn(Qv)):
If in addition v 2 UnrF=Q, then this map is compatible with the map in Case
1.
In Case 2, the map BC v is described explicitly in [Shi10]. We recall the explicit
de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E-algebra via Qv
 ! Ey. We get an isomorphism
Gn(Qv)
  ! Q
v 
Y
xjy
GLn(Fx)
where the product is over all places of F dividing y. Let v 2 Irr(Gn(Qv)) and
decompose v = v;0 
 y with respect to the above decomposition of Gn(Qv). If
we decompose
Gn(Qv) = E
y  E
yc 
Y
xjy
GLn(Fx) 
Y
xjy
GLn(Fxc)
then BC v(v) = ( y; yc;y;yc), where
( y; yc;y;yc) = (p;0;p;0( yjE

y  c);y;#
y )
and #
y (g) := y(n
tg c 1
n ). (In particular, #
y  = _
y  c.)
The discussion above can be carried out equally well in the setting of Ql-
representations, and we dene Irr
 st
l (Gn(Qv)), Irr
ur
l (G(Qv)) etc. in the obvious
fashion. We also dene a base change map BC v in Case 1 (resp. Case 2) by setting
BC v() = { 1BC v({) for  2 Irr
ur
l (Gn(Qv)) (resp.  2 Irr(Gn(Qv))).
Let C denote an irreducible algebraic representation of Gn over C. There is an
isomorphism Gn(C) = Gn(E 
Q C)  = Gn(C)Gn(C) induced by the isomorphism
E 
Q C
 ! CC which sends e
z to ((e)z;c(e)z). We associate to  a -stable
irreducible algebraic representation  of Gn over C by setting  :=  
 . Every
such  arises in this way.
We also x the following data:
{ V = Fn as an F-vector space;
{ h;i : V  V ! Q is a non-degenerate pairing such that hfv1;v2i = hv1;fcv2i
for all v1;v2 2 V and f 2 F;
{ h : C ! End F(V ) 
Q R is an R-algebra embedding such that the bilinear
pairing (V 
Q R)  (V 
Q R) ! R;(v1;v2) 7! hv1;h(i)v2i is symmetric and
positive denite.
Under the natural isomorphism End F(V ) 
Q R  =
Q
2
+
C Mn(C) we assume that
h sends
z 7!
 
zIp 0
0 zIq

2
+
C
!
for some p;q 2 Z0 with p + q = n.
Dene a reductive algebraic group G=Q by setting
G(R) = f(;g) 2 RGLn(F
QR) : hgv1;gv2i = hv1;v2ifor all v1;v2 2 V 
QRg
for each Q-algebra R. Note that Gn is a quasi-split inner form of G. Let  : G ! Gm
denote the homomorphism which sends (;g) to .
By Lemma 5.1 of [Shi10] we can and do assume that h;i and h have been chosen
so that
{ GQv is quasi-split for each rational prime v;
{ for each  2 
+
C, we have (p;q) = (1;n   1) if  =  and (p;q) = (0;n)
otherwise.
As a consequence, we can and do x an isomorphism
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Using this isomorphism, we will henceforth identify the groups Gn(Qv) and G(Qv)
for all primes v. Let CG 2 Z>0 be the integer jker
1(Q;G)j(G) in the notation of
[Shi10].
Let T be a (possibly innite) set of places of Q containing 1 and let Tn =
T f1g. Let   be a Galois group with its Krull topology, or the Weil group of a local
eld, or a quotient of such a group. We dene an admissible Ql[G(AT) ]-module
to be an admissible Ql[G(AT)]-module R with a commuting continuous action of
  (the continuity condition here means that for each compact open subgroup U 
G(AT), the induced map   ! Aut(RU) is continuous for the l-adic topology on
RU). We let Groth l(G(AT) ) denote the Grothendieck group of the category of
admissible Ql[G(AT) ]-modules. If R is an admissible Ql[G(AT) ]-module, we
let [R] denote its image in Groth l(G(AT) ). We let Irrl(G(AT) ) denote the
set of isomorphism classes of irreducible admissible Ql[G(AT)   ]-modules. (See
Section I.2 of [HT01].)
Now suppose that T is nite, that p 2 T and let J=Qp be a reductive group. Let
G0 be a topological group which is of the form G(ATfin) , or G(ATfin fpg) , or
G(ATfin fpg)J(Qp). Let [X] 2 Groth l(G(AT)G0) and write [X] =
P
T; n(T

)[T 
] where n(T 
) 2 Z and T (resp. ) runs through Irrl(G(AT)) (resp.
Irrl(G0)). For a given T 2 Irrl(G(AT)), we let
[X][T] =
X

n(T 
 )  [T 
 ] 2 Groth l(G(AT)  G0):
If RamF=Q  T and T 2 Irr(Gn(AT)) is unramied at all v 62 T, then we dene
[X][T] =
X
T
[X][T] 2 Groth l(G(AT)  G0)
where the sum is over all T 2 Irrl(G(AT)) with T unramied at all v 62 T and
BC
T({T) := 
0
v62TBC v({T
v )  = T.
Finally, suppose G0 of the form G(ATfin fpg)  or G(ATfin)  and let R be an
admissible Ql[G(AT)G0]-module. Suppose RamF=Q  T and T 2 Irr(Gn(AT)) is
unramied at all v 62 T. Let Hur(G(AT)) = 
0
v62THur(G(Qv)), a commutative poly-
nomial algebra over C in countably many variables. Similarly, let Hur(Gn(AT)) =

0
v62THur(Gn(Qv)). Then T corresponds to a maximal ideal n of Hur(Gn(AT))
with residue eld C. Note that the space of KT-invariants RK
T
is a module over
 1Hur(G(AT)). We dene
RK
T
fTg :=
M
m
(RK
T
) 1m  RK
T
where m runs over the maximal ideals of Hur(G(AT)) with residue eld C and which
pull back to n under 
v62TBC

v. Then RK
T
fTg is a G0-stable direct summand of
RK
T
.
3. Shimura varieties
In this section we recall some results from [Shi10]. We begin with some denitions
and refer the reader to Section 5 of [Shi10] for more details. Let U be a compact
open subgroup of G(A1) and dene a functor XU from the category of pairs (S;s),
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of S, to the category of sets by sending a pair (S;s) to the set of isogeny classes of
quadruples (A;;i;) where
{ A=S is an abelian scheme of dimension [F+ : Q]n;
{  : A ! A_ is a polarization;
{ i : F ,! End(A) 
Z Q such that   i(f) = i(fc)_  ;
{  is a 1(S;s)-invariant U-orbit of isomorphisms of F 
Q A1-modules  :
V 
Q A1   ! V As which take the pairing h;i on V to a (A1)-multiple of
the -Weil pairing on V As := H1(As;A1) (see Section 5 of [Kot92]);
{ for each f 2 F there is an equality of polynomials detOS(fjLieA) = detE(fjV 1)
in the sense of Section 5 of [Kot92] (here V 1  V 
Q E  V 
Q C is the E-
subspace where h(E(e)) acts by multiplication by 1 
 e for all e 2 E);
{ two such quadruples (A;;i;) and (A0;0;i0;0) are isogenous if there exists
an isogeny A ! A0 taking ;i; to 0;i0;0 for some  2 Q.
If s and s0 are two geometric points of a connected locally Noetherian F-scheme S
then there is a canonical bijection from XU(S;s) to XU(S;s0). We may therefore
think of XU as a functor from connected locally Noetherian F-schemes to sets and
then extend it to a functor from all locally Noetherian F-schemes to sets by setting
XU(
`
i Si) =
Q
i XU(Si). When U is suciently small the functor XU is represented
by a smooth projective variety XU=F of dimension n 1. The variety XU is denoted
ShU in [Shi10]. Let AU be the universal abelian variety over XU.
If U and V are suciently small compact open subgroups of G(A1) and g 2
G(A1) is such that g 1V g  U, then we have a map g : XV ! XU and a quasi-
isogeny g : AV ! gAU of abelian varieties over XV . In this way we get a right
action of the group G(A1) on the inverse system of the XU which extends to an
action by quasi-isogenies on the inverse system of the AU.
Let l be a rational prime and let  be an irreducible algebraic representation of
G over Ql. Then  gives rise to a lisse l-adic sheaf L on each XU. We let
Hk(X;L) = lim   !
U
Hk(XU F F;L):
This is a semisimple admissible representation of G(A1) with a commuting con-
tinuous action of GF and therefore decomposes as
Hk(X;L) =
M
1
1 
 Rk
;l(1)
where 1 runs over Irrl(G(A1)) and each Rk
;l(1) is a nite dimensional contin-
uous representation of GF over Ql.
We now recall results of Shin on the existence of Galois representations in the
cohomology of the Shimura varieties in the following two cases:
3.1. The stable case. Assume we are in the following situation:
{ 1 is a RACSDC automorphic representation of GLn(AF);
{   : A

E=E ! C is an algebraic Hecke character such that  1jA

E =  c= ;
{  :=  
1 (an automorphic representation of Gn(A)  = GL1(AE)GLn(AF))
is -cohomological for some irreducible algebraic representation  of Gn=C;
{ RamQ()  SplF=F +;Q.
Then  is -stable and so comes from some irreducible algebraic representation C
of Gn over C as in Section 2. Let  = { 1C, regarded as a representation of G=Ql.
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{ Rk
;l(1) 6= (0) for some k;
{ 1 is unramied at all v 62 RamF=Q [RamQ() and
BC
1({1) = 1:
(We note that BC v({v) is dened for all v6 j1.)
Let e Rk
;l() =
L
12Rl() Rk
;l(1).
Now, let T  f1g be a nite set of places of Q with RamF=Q [RamQ() 
Tn  SplF=F +;Q. Note that
Hk(X;L)K
T
fTg  =
M
1
Tfin 
 Rk
;l(1)  Hk(X;L)
where the sum is over all 1 = T 
Tfin where T is unramied and BC({T)  =
T. We then dene an admissible Ql[Gn(ATfin)  GF]-module
BC Tfin(Hk(X;L)K
T
fTg) :=
M
1
BC Tfin(Tfin) 
 Rk
;l(1);
where 1 runs over the same set.
Theorem 3.1. (1) If 1 2 Rl() then Rk
;l(1) 6= (0) if and only if k = n 1.
(2) We have
BC Tfin(Hn 1(X;L)K
T
fTg) = ({ 1Tfin) 
 e R
n 1
;l ():
(3) We have
e R
n 1
;l ()ss  = Rl;{(1)CG 
 Rl;{( )jGF:
Proof. The rst part follows from Corollary 6.5 of [Shi10]. The second part follows
from the proof of Corollary 6.4 of op. cit.. The third part follows from the proof
of Corollary 6.8 of op. cit. (Note that the character recl;{l( ) which appears in the
proof of this corollary is equal to Rl;{(  1).) 
3.2. The endoscopic case. We now assume we are in the following situation:
{ m1;m2 are positive integers with m1 > m2 and m1 + m2 = n;
{ for i = 1;2, i is a RACSDC automorphic representation of GLmi(AF) with
RamQ(i)  SplF=F +;Q;
{ $ : A

E=E ! C is a Hecke character such that
{ RamQ($)  SplF=F +;Q;
{ $jA

Q =Q is the quadratic character corresponding to the quadratic ex-
tension E=Q by class eld theory.
{   : A

E=E ! C is an algebraic Hecke character such that
{ ( 1 2)jA

E = (  
 $N(m1;m2))c=(  
 $N(m1;m2)) where N(m1;m2) =
[F+ : Q](m1(n   m1) + m2(n   m1))=2 2 Z;
{ RamQ( )  SplF=F +;Q.
{ for i = 1;2, M;i := i 
 ($  NF=E  det)(n mi);
{  :=   
 n-Ind
GLn
GLm1GLm2(M;1 
 M;2) (an automorphic representation of
Gn(A)) is -cohomological for some irreducible algebraic representation  of
Gn=C. (We note that the normalized induction is irreducible as M;1 and
M;2 are unitary.)
As above, we let  be the irreducible algebraic representation of G over Ql such
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{ Rk
;l(1) 6= (0) for some k;
{ 1 is unramied at all v 62 RamF=Q [RamQ() [ RamQ($) and
BC
1({1) = 1:
Let e Rk
;l() =
L
12Rl() Rk
;l(1).
Let T  f1g be a nite set of places of Q with RamF=Q [RamQ()[RamQ($) 
Tn  SplF=F +;Q. We dene
BC Tfin(Hk(X;L)K
T
fTg)
exactly as in the previous subsection.
Theorem 3.2. (1) If 1 2 Rl(), then Rk
;l(1) 6= (0) if and only if k =
n   1.
(2) We have
BC Tfin(Hk(X;L)K
T
fTg) = ({ 1Tfin) 
 e R
n 1
;l ():
(3) There exists an integer e2(;G) 2 f1g depending on  and G such that
(a) If e2(;G) = 1 then
e R
n 1
;l ()ss  = Rl;{(1)CG 
 Rl;{( $(n m1)j  j(n m1)=2)jGF:
(b) If e2(;G) =  1 then
e R
n 1
;l ()ss  = Rl;{(2)CG 
 Rl;{( $(n m2)j  j(n m2)=2)jGF:
Proof. The rst and second parts follow respectively from Corollary 6.5 and the
proof of Corollary 6.4 of [Shi10]. The third part follows from the proofs of Corollar-
ies 6.8 and 6.10 of op. cit. (Alternative 3a corresponds to the case when e1 = e2 in
the notation of op. cit., while alternative 3b corresponds to the case when e1 =  e2.
Note however that by Corollary 6.5 of op. cit., e1 = ( 1)n 1 = 1. We therefore
take e2(;G) = e2.) 
4. Integral models
We now proceed to introduce integral models for the varieties XU and to deduce
various results on these models, following the arguments of Section 3 of [TY07].
Recall that we have xed an isomorphism GQA1  = GnQA1. Since p 2 SplE=Q,
we have an isomorphism
G(Qp)  = Q
p 
r Y
i=1
GLn(Fwi)
and we decompose G(A1) as
G(A1) = G(A1;p)  Q
p 
r Y
i=1
GLn(Fwi):
If m = (m2;:::;mr) 2 Z
r 1
0 , set
Uw
p (m) =
r Y
i=2
ker(GLn(OF;wi) ! GLn(OF;wi=w
mi
i )) 
r Y
i=2
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We consider the following compact open subgroups of G(Qp):
Ma(m) = Z
p  GLn(OF;w)  Uw
p (m)
Iw(m) = Z
p  Iwn;w  Uw
p (m):
Fix an m as above. If Up  G(A1;p) is a compact open subgroup, we let U0 =
Up  Ma(m) and U = Up  Iw(m). For i = 1;:::;r, let i  V 
F Fwi be a
GLn(OFwi)-stable lattice.
For each suciently small Up as above, an integral model of XU0 over OF;w is
constructed in Section 5.2 of [Shi10] (note that XU0 is denoted ShUp(~ m) in [Shi10]
with ~ m = (0;m2;:::;mr)). We denote this integral model also by XU0. It repre-
sents a functor XU0 from the category of locally Noetherian OF;w-schemes to sets
which, as in the characteristic 0 case, is initially dened on the category of pairs
(S;s) where S is a connected locally Noetherian OF;w-scheme and s is a geometric
point of S. It sends a pair (S;s) to the set of equivalence classes of (r + 3)-tuples
(A;;i;p;figr
i=2) where
{ A=S is an abelian scheme of dimension [F+ : Q]n;
{  : A ! A_ is a prime-to-p polarization;
{ i : OF ,! End(A) 
Z Z(p) such that   i(f) = i(fc)_  ;
{ p is a 1(S;s)-invariant Up-orbit of isomorphisms of F 
Q A1;p-modules
p : V 
Q A1;p   ! V pAs which take the pairing h;i on V to a (A1;p)-
multiple of the -Weil pairing on V pAs;
{ for each f 2 OF there is an equality of polynomials detOS(fjLieA) = detE(fjV 1)
in the sense of Section 5 of [Kot92];
{ for 2  i  r, i : (w
 mi
i i=i)S
  ! A[w
mi
i ] is an isomorphism of S-schemes
with OF;wi-actions;
and
{ two such tuples (A;;i;p;figr
i=2) and (A0;0;i0;(p)0;f0
igr
i=2) are equiva-
lent if there is a prime-to-p isogeny A ! A0 taking , i, p and i to 0, i0,
(p)0 and 0
i for some  2 Z

(p).
The scheme XU0 is smooth and projective over OF;w. As Up varies, the inverse
system of the XU0's has an action of G(A1;p).
Given a tuple (A;;i;p;figr
i=2) over S as above, we let GA = A[w1], a
Barsotti-Tate OF;w-module over S. If p is locally nilpotent on S, then GA has
dimension 1 and is compatible (which means that the two actions of OF;w on
LieGA (coming from the structural morphism S ! SpecOF;w and from i : OF !
End(A) 
Z Z(p)) coincide). We let AU0 denote the universal abelian scheme over
XU0, and we let G = GAU0.
Let XU0 denote the special bre XU0 OF;w k(w) of XU0, and for 0  h  n 1,
let X
[h]
U0 denote the reduced closed subscheme of XU0 whose closed geometric points
s are those for which the maximal  etale quotient of Gs has OF;w-height at most h.
Let
X
(h)
U0 = X
[h]
U0   X
[h 1]
U0
(where we set X
[ 1]
U0 = ;). Then X
(0)
U0 is non-empty. [We exhibit an Fp point of X
(0)
U0.
Consider the p-adic type (F;) over F where w = 1=(n[k(w) : Fp]) and wi = 0
for i > 1. It corresponds to an isogeny class of abelian varieties with F-action over
Fp. Let (A;i)=Fp be an element of this isogeny class. Then
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{ C0 = End
0
F(A) is the division algebra with centre F which is split outside
wwc and has Hasse invariant 1=n at w;
{ and the p-divisible group A[w1] has pure slope 1=(n[Fw : Qp]), while A[w1
i ]
is  etale for i > 1.
(See section 5.2 of [HT01].) Just as in the proof of Lemma V.4.1 of [HT01] one shows
that there is a polarization 0 : A ! A_ and an F-vector space W0 of dimension n
together with a non-degenerate alternating form h ; i0 : W0  W0 ! Q such that
{ 0  i(a) = i(ca)_  0 for all a 2 F;
{ hax;yi0 = hx;(ca)yi0 for all a 2 F and x;y 2 W0;
{ V pA  = W0 
Q A1;p as A
1;p
F -modules with alternating pairings dened up to
(A1;p)-multiples (the pairing on V pA being the 0-Weil pairing);
{ W0 
Q R  = V 
Q R as F 
Q R-modules with alternating pairings up to R-
multiples.
(In fact W0 will be the Betti cohomology of a certain lift of (A;i) to characteristic
0.) Let G0 denote the denote the algebraic group of F-linear automorphisms of W0
that preserve h ; i0 up to scalar multiples, and let 0 2 H1(Q;G0) represent the
dierence between (W0;h ; i0) and (V;h ; i). So in fact
0 2 ker(H1(Q;G0)  ! H1(R;G0)):
Let z0 denote the 0 Rosati involution on C0 and dene an algebraic group HAV
0 =Q
by
HAV
0 (R) = fg 2 (C0 
Q R) : ggz0 2 Rg:
There is a natural isomorphism
HAV
0 Q A1;p   ! G0 Q A1;p
coming from the isomorphism V pA  = W0 
Q A1;p. As in Lemma V.3.1 of [HT01]
the polarizations of A which induce complex conjugation on i(F) are parametrized
by
ker(H1(Q;HAV
0 )  ! H1(R;HAV
0 )):
Let A(G0) and A(HAV
0 ) be the groups dened in Section 2.1 of [Kot86], so that
there are sequences
H1(Q;G0)  ! H1(Q;G0(A))  ! A(G0)
and
H1(Q;HAV
0 )  ! H1(Q;HAV
0 (A))  ! A(HAV
0 );
which are exact in the middle. Note that as all primes of F+ above p split in F
we have H1(Qp;G0) = (0) and H1(Qp;HAV
0 ) = (0). Thus the image 
1;p
0 of 0 in
H1(Q;G0(A
1;p
)) maps to 0 in A(G0). By Lemma 2.8 of [Kot92]
H1(Q;HAV
0 (A
1;p
))
  ! H1(Q;G0(A
1;p
))
# #
A(HAV
0 ) = A(G0)
commutes. Thus thinking of 
1;p
0 2 H1(Q;HAV
0 (A
1;p
)) we see that it can be lifted
to
AV
0 2 ker(H1(Q;HAV
0 )  ! H1(R;HAV
0 )):
Let  denote the corresponding polarization of (A;i). There is an isomorphism
p : V 
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of A
1;p
F -modules with alternating pairings up to (A1;p)-multiples. Moreover for
i = 2;:::;r the p-divisible group A[w1
i ] is  etale and so there are isomorphisms
(w
 mi
i i=i)Fp
 ! A[w
mi
i ]. Thus
(A;;i;p;figr
i=2) 2 X
(0)
U0(Fp);
as desired.]
Just as in Section III.4 of [HT01], one deduces that each X
(h)
U0 is non-empty and
smooth of pure dimension h. Over X
(h)
U0 there is a short exact sequence
0 ! G0 ! G ! Get ! 0
where G0 is a formal Barsotti-Tate OF;w-module and Get is an  etale Barsotti-Tate
OF;w-module of OF;w-height h.
We dene an integral model for XU over OF;w (for suciently small Up) as
on page 480 of [TY07]. It represents a functor XU from the category of locally
Noetherian OF;w-schemes to sets which, as above, is initially dened on the category
of connected locally Noetherian OF;w-schemes with a geometric point. It sends a
pair (S;s) to the set of equivalence classes of (r + 4)-tuples (A;;i;p;C;figr
i=2)
where (A;;i;p;figr
i=2) is as in the denition of XU0(S;s) and C is a chain of
isogenies
C : GA = G0 ! G1 !  ! Gn = GA=GA[w]
of compatible Barsotti-Tate OF;w-modules, each of degree #k(w) and with com-
position equal to the canonical map GA ! GA=GA[w]. By Lemma 3.2 of [TY07],
which holds equally well in our situation, the functor XU is representable by scheme
XU which is nite over XU0.
Let Up be suciently small and let XU = XU OF;w k(w) denote the special
bre of XU. By parts (1) and (2) of Proposition 3.4 of [TY07] (whose proof applies
in our situation), XU has pure dimension n, it has semistable reduction over OF;w,
it is regular and the natural map XU ! XU0 is nite and at. We let AU denote
the universal abelian variety over XU.
We say that an isogeny G ! G0 of one-dimensional compatible Barsotti-Tate
OF;w-modules of degree #k(w) over a scheme S of characteristic p has connected
kernel if it induces the zero map LieG ! LieG0. Let YU;i denote the closed sub-
scheme of XU over which Gi 1 ! Gi has connected kernel. By part (3) of Propo-
sition 3.4 of [TY07], each YU;i is smooth over Speck(w) of pure dimension n   1,
XU = [n
i=1YU;i and for i 6= j the schemes YU;i and YU;j have no common connected
component. It follows that XU has strictly semistable reduction.
For each S  f1;:::;ng, we let
YU;S =
\
i2S
YU;i and Y 0
U;S = YU;S  
[
T)S
YU;T:
Since XU has strictly semistable reduction, each YU;S is smooth over k(w) of pure
dimension n   #S and the Y 0
U;S are disjoint for dierent S.
The inverse systems XU and XU0, for varying Up, have compatible actions of
G(A1;p). For each S  f1;:::;ng, the inverse systems YU;S and Y 0
U;S are stable
under this action. As in the characteristic zero case, the actions of G(A1;p) extend
to actions on the inverse systems of the universal abelian varieties AU and AU0.
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Let  be an irreducible algebraic representation of G over Ql. If l 6= p, then the
sheaf L extends to a lisse sheaf on the integral models XU and XU0. There exist
non-negative integers m and t and an idempotent " 2 Ql[Sm n Fm] (where
Sm is the symmetric group on m-letters) such that
  = t 
 "(V _ 
Q Ql)
m:
This follows from the discussion on pages 97 and 98 of [HT01] (applied in our
setting). Let N  2 be prime to p and let
"(m;N) =
m Y
x=1
Y
y6=1
[N]x   Ny
N   Ny 2 Q[(NZ0)m]
where [N]x is the element of (NZ0)m with N in the x-th entry and 1 in the
other entries and where y runs from 0 to 2[F+ : Q]n but excludes 1. Thinking of
(NZ0)m  Fm, we set
a = a;N = ""(m;N)2n 1 2 Ql[Sm n Fm]:
Let proj denote the map A
m
U ! XU and for a = 1;:::;m, let proja : AU ! XU
denote the composition of the a-th inclusion AU ,! A
m
U with proj. Then we have
the following (see page 477 of [TY07]):
{ "(m;N)RjprojQl =
(
(0) (j 6= m)
Nm
a=1 R1proja;Ql (j = m)
;
{ ""(m;N)RmprojQl = L;
{ a acts as an idempotent on each Hj(A
m
U Fw Fw;Ql(t)) and moreover
aHj(A
m
U OF;w Fw;Ql(t)) =
(
(0) (j < m)
Hj m(XU Fw Fw;L) (j  m):
Let A
m
U;S = A
m
U XU YU;S. As Up varies, the inverse system of the A
m
U;S inherits
an action of G(Ap;1) by prime-to-p quasi-isogenies. We now make the following
denitions.
{ Dene admissible Ql[G(A1;p)  GF]-modules:
Hj(XIw(m);L) := lim   !
Up
Hj(XU F F;L) = Hj(X;L)Iw(m)
Hj(A
m
Iw(m);Ql) := lim   !
Up
Hj(A
m
U F F;Ql):
{ If l 6= p, we dene admissible Ql[G(Ap;1)  Frob
Z
w]-modules:
Hj(YIw(m);S;L) := lim   !
Up
Hj(YU;S k(w) k(w);L)
Hj
c(Y 0
Iw(m);S;L) := lim   !
Up
Hj
c(Y 0
U;S k(w) k(w);L)
Hj(AIw(m);S;L) := lim   !
Up
Hj(AU;S k(w) k(w);Ql):
{ If l = p and  : W0 ,! Ql over Zp = Zl, where W0 is the Witt ring of k(w),
then we dene the admissible Ql[G(A1;p)  Frob
Z
w]-module
Hj(AIw(m);S=W0) 
W0; Ql := lim   !
Up
Hj(AU;S=W0) 
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(Here Hj(AU;S=W0) denotes crystalline cohomology and Frobw acts by the
[k(w) : Fp]-power of the crystalline Frobenius.)
We note that if l 6= p, then a acts as an idempotent on Hj(AIw(m);S;Ql) and
aHj(AIw(m);S;Ql) =
(
(0) (j < m)
Hj m(YIw(m);S;L) (j  m):
If l = p, then a acts as an idempotent on Hj(AIw(m);S=W0) 
W0; Ql. We also
note that IFw acts trivially on WD(Hj(XIw(m);L)jGFw) and thus the latter can
be regarded as a Frob
Z
w-module.
Proposition 4.1. Let T be a nite set of places of Q containing fp;1g[RamF=Q
and let T 2 Irr(Gn(AT)) be unramied at all v 62 T. If l = p, let  : W0 ,! Ql
over Zl = Zp. Then there is a spectral sequence in the category of admissible
Ql[G(ATfin fpg)  Frob
Z
w]-modules
E
i;j
1 (Iw(m);)K
T
fTg =) WD(Hi+j(XIw(m);L)jGFw)K
T
fTg
where E
i;j
1 (Iw(m);) =
L
smax(0; i)
L
#S=i+2s+1 H
j
S;s, and
H
j
S;s =
(
aHj+m 2s(A
m
Iw(m);S;Ql(t   s)) = Hj 2s(YIw(m);S;L( s)) (l 6= p)
aHj+m 2s(A
m
Iw(m);S=W0) 
W0; Ql(t   s) (l = p):
Moreover, the monodromy operator N on WD(Hi+j(XIw(m);L)jGFw)K
T
fTg is
induced by the identity map
N :
M
#S=i+2s+1
aHj+m 2s(A
m
Iw(m);S;Ql(t   s))
  !
M
#S=(i+2)+2(s 1)+1
aH(j 2)+m 2(s 1)(A
m
Iw(m);S;Ql(t   (s   1)))
in the case when l 6= p (resp.
N :
M
#S=i+2s+1
aHj+m 2s(A
m
Iw(m);S=W0) 
W0; Ql(t   s)
  !
M
#S=(i+2)+2(s 1)+1
aH(j 2)+m 2(s 1)(A
m
Iw(m);S=W0) 
W0; Ql(t   (s   1))
in the case when l = p).
Proof. The proof of Proposition 3.5 of [TY07] shows that we have a spectral se-
quence E
i;j
1 (Iw(m);) =) WD(Hi+j(XIw(m);L)jGFw) and that the monodromy
operator N on WD(Hi+j(XIw(m);L)jGFw) is induced by the maps above. The
result now follows from the fact that R 7! RK
T
fTg is an exact functor from the
category of admissible Ql[G(A1;p)Frob
Z
w]-modules to the category of admissible
Ql[G(ATfin fpg)  Frob
Z
w]-modules. 
5. Relating the cohomology of YU;S to the cohomology of Igusa
varieties
Let Up  G(A1;p) be suciently small and let m 2 Z
r 1
0 . Following Section 4
of [TY07], we can relate the cohomology of the open strata Y 0
U;S to the cohomol-
ogy of Igusa varieties of the rst kind. For h = 0;:::;n   1 and m1 2 Z0, letLOCAL-GLOBAL COMPATIBILITY FOR l = p, I. 17
I
(h)
Up;(m1;m)=X
(h)
U0 denote the Igusa variety of the rst kind dened as on page 121 of
[HT01]. It is the moduli space of isomorphisms
et
1 : (w m1OF;w=OF;w)h
X
(h)
U0
  ! Get[wm1]:
Let I
(h)
U =X
(h)
U0 be the Iwahori-Igusa variety of the rst kind dened as on page 487
of [TY07]. It is the moduli space of chains of isogenies
Get = G0 ! G1 !  ! Gh = Get=Get[w]
of  etale Barsotti-Tate OF;w-modules, each of degree #k(w) and with composition
equal to the natural map Get ! Get=Get[w]. Then I
(h)
Up;(m1;m) and I
(h)
U are nite
 etale over X
(h)
U0 and the natural map I
(h)
Up;(1;m) ! I
(h)
U is nite  etale and Galois with
Galois group Bh(k(w)). The inverse systems I
(h)
Up;(m1;m) and I
(h)
U , for varying Up,
inherit an action of G(A1;p). Let  be an irreducible algebraic representation of G
over Ql. If l 6= p, then  gives rise to a lisse sheaf L on I
(h)
Up;(m1;m) and I
(h)
U .
For S  f1;:::;ng and h = n   #S, there is a natural map ' : Y 0
U;S ! I
(h)
U
which is dened by sending the chain of isogenies C to its  etale quotient. By Lemma
4.1 of [TY07] this map is nite and bijective on geometric points. By Corollary 4.2
of op. cit. we have
Hi
c(Y 0
U;S k(w) k(w);L)
  ! Hi
c(I
(h)
U k(w) k(w);L)
  ! Hi
c(I
(h)
Up;(1;m) k(w) k(w);L)Bh(k(w))
for each i 2 Z0 and these isomorphisms are compatible with the action of G(Ap;1)
as Up varies.
If l 6= p, set
Hi
c(I
(h)
Iw(m);L) = lim   !
Up
Hi
c(I
(h)
U k(w) k(w);L):
This is an admissible Ql[G(A1;p)  Frob
Z
w]-module. Dene
[H(YIw(m);S;L)] =
X
i
( 1)n #S iHi(YIw(m);S;L)
[Hc(Y 0
Iw(m);S;L)] =
X
i
( 1)n #S iHi
c(Y 0
Iw(m);S;L)
[Hc(I
(h)
Iw(m);L)] =
X
i
( 1)h iHi
c(I
(h)
Iw(m);L)
in Groth l(G(A1;p)  Frob
Z
w).
There is, up to isomorphism, a unique one-dimensional compatible formal
Barsotti-Tate OF;w-module Fw;n h over k(w) of OF;w-height n   h. We have
End OF;w(Fw;n h)
ZQ  = DFw;n h, the division algebra with centre Fw and Hasse
invariant 1=(n   h). For m1 2 Z0, let Ig
(h)
Up;(m1;m) =(X
(h)
U0 k(w) k(w)) denote the
moduli space of OF;w-equivariant isomorphisms
jet : (w m1OF;w=OF;w)h
X
(h)
U0 k(w)k(w)
  ! Get[wm1]
j0 : (Fw;n h[wm1])
X
(h)
U0 k(w)k(w)
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that extend  etale locally to any level m0
1 > m1. (In the notation of [Shi10], for
each 0  h  n   1, there is a unique b 2 B(GQp; ) corresponding to h (see
displayed equation (5.3) of op. cit.). If m = (m1;:::;m1), then Ig
(h)
Up;(m1;m) is
denoted Igb;Up;m1 in [Shi10] (see Section 5.2 of op. cit. and Section 4 of [Man05]).
We have simply extended the denition to `non-parallel' (m1;m) 2 Z0Z
r 1
0 . We
also note that the notation Ig
(h) is used in place of Igb in Section 7.3 of [Shi10].)
If l 6= p and  is an irreducible algebraic representation of G over Ql, then  gives
rise to a lisse sheaf L on each Ig
(h)
Up;(m1;m). Let
Hi
c(Ig
(h);L) = lim   !
Up;m1;m
Hi
c(Ig
(h)
Up;(m1;m);L):
This is an admissible Ql[G(A1;p)  J(h)(Qp)]-module where
J(h)(Qp) = Q
p  (D

Fw;n h  GLh(Fw)) 
r Y
i=2
GLn(Fwi)
(see Section 5 of [Shi10], where J(h)(Qp) is denoted Jb(Qp), with b being the element
of B(Qp; ) corresponding to h; in Section 7.3 of op. cit., Jb is denoted J(h)). We
have
Hi
c(Ig
(h);L)
Z

p (O

DFw;n hIwh;w)U
w
p (m)  = Hi
c(I
(h)
Iw(m);L);
where the latter is regarded as an admissible Ql[G(Ap;1)]-module. Moreover, the
action of Frobw on the right hand side corresponds to the action of
(1;p [k(w):Fp];$
 1
DFw;n h;1;1) 2 G(Ap;1)Q
p D

Fw;n hGLh(Fw)
r Y
i=2
GLn(Fwi)
on the left hand side, where $DFw;n h is any uniformizer in DFw;n h. We let
[Hc(Ig
(h);L)] =
X
i
( 1)h iHi
c(Ig
(h);L)
in Groth l(G(A1;p)  J(h)(Qp)). As on page 489 of [TY07], we have
[H(YIw(m);S;L)] =
X
TS
( 1)(n #S) (n #T)[Hc(I
(n #T)
Iw(m) ;L)]:
As there are

n   #S
h

subsets T  S with n #T = h, we deduce the following:
Lemma 5.1. Suppose l 6= p and S  f1;:::;ng. Then we have an equality
[H(YIw(m);S;L)] =
Pn #S
h=0 ( 1)n #S h

n   #S
h

[Hc(Ig
(h);L)]
Z

p (O

DFw;n hIwh;w)U
w
p (m)
in Groth l(G(Ap;1)  Frob
Z
w).
6. Computing the cohomology of YU;S
In this section we deduce analogues of Proposition 4.4 of [TY07].LOCAL-GLOBAL COMPATIBILITY FOR l = p, I. 19
6.1. The stable case. Let 1 be a RACSDC automorphic representation of the
group GLn(AF). Suppose that 1 is 1-cohomological where 1 is an irreducible
algebraic representation of RF=QGLn over C. Assume that
{ RamQ(1)  SplF=F +;Q.
By Lemma 7.2 of [Shi10], we can and do choose an algebraic Hecke character
  : A

E=E ! C and an algebraic representation C of G over C such that
{  1jA

E =  c= ;
{ If  is the representation of Gn over C corresponding to C as in Section 2,
then 1 is isomorphic to the restriction of  to (RF=QGLn) Q C;
{ Cj
 1
E

1 =  c
1 (see below);
{ RamQ( )  SplF=F +;Q;
{   is unramied at u (recall that u is the prime of E below the wi).
(We note that Lemma 7.2 of [Shi10] does not guarantee that   be unramied
at u, but the fact that this can be achieved follows from the proof of Lemma
VI.2.10 of [HT01].) In the third bullet point, we consider E
1 embedded in G(R) 
R  GL(V 
Q R) via the map z 7! (zzc;z). It then follows from the third bullet
point that Rl;{( ) is pure of weight m   2t. Set
 :=   
 1:
Then  is a -cohomological automorphic representation of Gn(A)  = GL1(AE) 
GLn(AF). Note that 1,   and  satisfy the assumptions of Section 3.1. Let  =
{ 1C, an irreducible algebraic representation of G over Ql. Let p 2 Irrl(G(Qp))
be such that BC p({p)  = p (note that p is unique as p splits in E).
The next result follows from Proposition 7.14 of [Shi10].
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that l 6= p and 
Iw(m)
p 6= (0). Let T  f1g be a nite
set of places of Q with RamF=Q [RamQ() [ fpg  Tn  SplF=F +;Q. Then for
every S  f1;:::;ng, we have
Hj(YIw(m);S;L)K
T
fTg = (0)
for j 6= n   #S.
The following corollary can be proved in the same way as Corollary 4.5 of [TY07].
Corollary 6.2. Suppose that l = p and  : W0 ,! Ql over Zp = Zl. Let T  f1g
be a nite set of places of Q with RamF=Q [RamQ() [ flg  Tn  SplF=F +;Q. If

Iw(m)
l 6= (0), then for every S  f1;:::;ng, we have
a(Hj+m(A
m
Iw(m);S=W0) 
W0; Ql)K
T
fTg = (0)
for j 6= n   #S.
In the next result we place no restriction on the primes l and p.
Corollary 6.3. If 
Iw(m)
p 6= 0, then WD(e R
n 1
;l ()jGFw) is pure of weight m  
2t + n   1 and WD(Rl;{(1)jGFw) is pure of weight n   1.
Proof. Let T = f1g [ RamF=Q [RamQ() [ fpg and let D = dim
Iw(m)
p . Let
T0 = Tn   fpg. By Theorem 3.1, we have an isomorphism of Ql[Gn(AT 0)  GF]-
modules
BC T 0(Hn 1(XIw(m);L)K
T
fTg)  = (({ 1T 0) 
 e R
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By proposition 4.1, there is a spectral sequence
E
i;j
1 (Iw(m);)K
T
fTg =) WD(Hn 1(XIw(m);L)jGFw)K
T
fTg:
Using Proposition 6.1 (when l 6= p) and Corollary 6.2 (when l = p) we see that
E
i;j
1 (Iw(m);)K
T
fTg = (0) unless i + j = n   1, and thus the spectral se-
quence degenerates at E1. Let T 0 denote the unique element of Irrl(G(AT 0)) with
BC T 0(T 0) = { 1T 0. Then, for i + j = n   1, E
i;j
1 (Iw(m);)K
T
fTg is of the
form T 0 
 Rj where Rj is a nite dimensional Ql[Frob
Z
w]-module which is pure of
weight j + m   2t (and possibly zero). The rst statement now follows from this
and the description of the monodromy operator N in Proposition 4.1. The second
statement follows from the rst statement together with Theorem 3.1 and Lemma
1.7 of [TY07]. 
6.2. The endoscopic case. Suppose we are in the following situation:
{ 1 is a RACSDC automorphic representation of GLn 1(AF);
{ RamQ(1)  SplF=F +;Q;
{ 1 is cohomological for an irreducible algebraic representation 1 of the group
RF=Q(GLn 1) over C;
{ 1 has Shin-regular weight.
Lemma 6.4. We can nd
{ a continuous algebraic character 2 : A

F=F ! C with 
 1
2 = 2  c;
{ a continuous algebraic character   : A

E=E ! C;
{ a continuous character $ : A

E=E ! C; and
{ an irreducible algebraic representation C of G over C
such that if we set
M;1 := 1 
 ($  NF=E  det)
M;2 := 2
1 := n-Ind
GLn
GLn 1GL1(M;1 
 M;2)
and let
{  be the irreducible algebraic representation of Gn over C which corresponds
to C as in Section 2;
{ 1 := jRF=Q(GLn)QC,
then
{ RamQ(2)  SplF=F +;Q;
{ 2 is unramied at u;
{ RamQ( )  SplF=F +;Q;
{ Cj
 1
E

1 =  c
1;
{   is unramied at u;
{ RamQ($)  SplF=F +;Q;
{ $jA factors through A=QR

>0 and equals the composite of Art Q with the
surjective character Gab
Q  Gal(E=Q)
 ! f1g (note that this implies $ 1 =
$  c);
{ $ is unramied at u;
{ 1 is cohomological for 1 (note that 1 is irreducible, as M;1 and M;2 are
unitary, and also that (1)_  = 1  c);
{  1jA

E =  c=  (recall that  1 denotes the central character of 1).LOCAL-GLOBAL COMPATIBILITY FOR l = p, I. 21
Moreover, if we apply Theorem 3.2 to , then alternative (2)(a) holds. In other
words, the integer e2(;G) equals 1 and if  = { 1C, then
e R
n 1
;l ()ss  = Rl;{(1)GG 
 Rl;{( $j  j1=2)jGF:
Proof. This follows by combining Lemmas 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 of [Shi10]. (More pre-
cisely, we rst choose $ using Lemma 7.1. The extra condition that $ be unramied
at u is easily achieved { in the proof of Lemma 7.1 we add the primes u and uc to
the set R and insist that $0 takes value 1 on p 2 E
u and on p 2 E

uc. We then make
two candidate choices  and 0 for 2 with  1 =   c, RamQ()  SplF=F +(Q)
and  unramied at u and with 0 having the same properties. In addition, we
assume that the innity type of  and 0 are as prescribed in the paragraph be-
fore Lemma 7.2 of [Shi10]. (The fact that we can nd such characters follows for
instance from Lemma 2.2 of [HSBT06].) Lemma 7.2 of [Shi10] then tells us that
we can choose pairs ( ;C) and ( 0;0
C) corresponding to the choice of 2 =  or
2 = 0 and satisfying all the required properties except the requirement that  
and  0 be unramied at u and the requirement that the integer e2(;G) equal 1.
However, the proof of Lemma VI.2.10 of [HT01] shows that we may choose   and
 0 to be unramied at u and Lemma 7.3 of [Shi10] shows that for one of the choices
(; ;C) or (0; 0;0
C), the corresponding integer e2(;G) equals 1.) 
Choose 2,  , $ and C as in the above lemma and keep all additional notation
introduced there. Let
 =   
 1;
an automorphic representation of Gn(A). Let p 2 Irrl(G(Qp)) be the unique
representation with BC({p)  = p. Write p = 0
p 
w 
(
r
i=2wi) corresponding
to the decomposition G(Qp)  = Q
p  GLn(Fw) 
Qr
i=2 GLn(Fwi). Let M;w;1 =
{ 1M;1;w 2 Irrl(GLn 1(Fw)) and M;w;2 = { 1M;2;w 2 Irrl(GL1(Fw)).
For a;b 2 Z0, let
n-Red
a;b : Groth l(GLa+b(Fw)) ! Groth l(D

Fw;a  GLb(Fw))
denote the composition
Groth l(GLa+b(Fw))
JNop
b       ! Groth l(GLa(Fw)  GLb(Fw))
LJa 
id           ! Groth l(D

Fw;a  GLb(Fw))
where N
op
b is unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup of GLm consisting of
block lower triangular matrices with an (a  a)-block in the upper left corner and
a (b  b)-block in the lower right corner;
JN
op
b : Groth l(GLm(Fw)) ! Groth l(GLa(Fw)  GLb(Fw))
is the normalized Jacquet module functor; and
LJa : Groth l(GLa(Fw)) ! Groth l(D

Fw;a)
is the map denoted LJ1 in Proposition 3.2 of [Bad07]. (See Section 2.4 of [Shi10].)
Let

1=2
Ph : J(h)(Qp) ! C
denote the character which sends (gp;0;(d;g);gi) 2 Q
p  (D

Fw;n h  GLh(Fw)) 
Qr
i=2 GLn(Fwi) to jdet(d)h det(g) (n h)j
1=2
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Theorem 6.5. Suppose l 6= p. Let T  f1g be a nite set of places of Q with
RamF=Q [RamQ() [ RamQ($) [ fpg  Tn  SplF=F +;Q. Then
[Hc(Ig
(0);L)][T] = (0)
while for 1  h  n   1, we have an equality
BC
p([Hc(Ig
(h);L)][
T]) = CG[{
 1
1;p]
h
p;0 
 n-Ind
GLh(Fw)
GLh 1;1(Fw)(n-Red
n h;h 1(M;w;1) 
 M;w;2) 
 (

r
i=2wi)


 {
 1
1=2
Ph
i
in Groth l(Gn(A1;p)  J(h)(Qp)).
Proof. The result is essentially a rewording of part (ii) of Theorem 6.1 of [Shi10]. We
freely make use of the notation of op. cit. for the rest of this proof. Let 0  h  n 1
and let b 2 B(Qp; ) correspond to h (in the sense explained above). The constant
e1 which appears in the statement of Theorem 6.1 of [Shi10] is equal to ( 1)n 1 = 1
by Corollary 6.5(ii) of op. cit. Lemma 6.4 above, and the choices made after it,
guarantee that the constant e2 also equals 1. Applying Theorem 6.1 of [Shi10], we
obtain
BC
p([Hc(Ig
(h);L)][T]) =
CG( 1)h[{ 11;p] 
h
1
2

Red
b
n(p) + Red
b
n 1;1(H;p)
i
:
(We remark that our denition of [Hc(Ig
(h);L)] diers from Shin's denition of
Hc(Igb;L) by a factor of ( 1)h.) We have Red
b
n 1;1(H;p) = n-Red
b
n 1;1(H;p) 

{ 1
1=2
Ph (see Section 5.5 of [Shi10]). By Lemma 5.9 of [Shi10] and the discussion
immediately preceding it, we have
n-Red
b
n(p) + n-Red
b
n 1;1(H;p) = ep(Jb)p;0 
 2X1(h;H;p) 
 (
r
i=2wi)
where
X1(h;H;p) =
(
0 (h = 0)
n-Ind
GLh(Fw)
GLh 1;1(Fw)(n-Red
n h;h 1(M;w;1) 
 M;w;2) (h 6= 0)
:
Moreover, ep(Jb) = ( 1)n h 1 = ( 1)h (see Case 1 in Section 5.5 of [Shi10]). The
result follows. 
In Remark 7.16 of [Shi10], Shin indicates that the following result can proved in
the same way as Proposition 7.14 of op. cit.. We give a self-contained proof here
for the benet of the reader.
Proposition 6.6. Suppose l 6= p and 
Iw(m)
p 6= (0). Let T  f1g be a nite set of
places of Q with RamF=Q [RamQ() [ RamQ($) [ fpg  Tn  SplF=F +;Q. Then
for every S  f1;:::;ng we have
Hj(YIw(m);S;L)K
T
fTg = (0)
for j 6= n   #S.
Proof. Let D = CG(dim(
r
i=2wi)U
w
p (m)). We deduce from Theorem 6.5 and
Lemma 5.1 that
BC
p[H(YIw(m);S;L)][
T] = D[{
 1
1;p] 
n #S X
h=1
( 1)
n #S h

n   #S
h



Z
p
p;0 


n-Ind
GLh(Fw)
GLh 1;1(Fw)(n-Red
n h;h 1(M;w;1) 
 M;w;2) 
 {
 1
1=2
Ph
O
DFw;n h
Iwh;w
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in Groth l(Gn(Ap;1)Frob
Z
w) (recall that Frobw acts via (p [k(w):Fp];($
 1
DFw;n h;1))
in Q
p  (D

Fw;n h  GLh(Fw))). Since 
Iw(m)
p 6= (0), we can write M;w;1 =
Sps1(1)Spst(t) where each j is an unramied character j : F
w ! Q

l . As
M;1 is generic, we know that M;w;1 = n-Ind
GLn 1(Fw)
P(Fw) (Sps1(1)

Spst(t))
where P  GLn 1 is an appropriate parabolic subgroup.
Using Lemma I.3.9 of [HT01] and Th eor eme 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 of [Bad07],
we see that for 1  h  n   #S,
n-Ind
GLh(Fw)
GLh 1;1(Fw)(n-Red
n h;h 1(M;w;1) 
 M;w;2) =
P
i[(i  { 1j  j
(n h 1)=2
Fw )  det]  [n-Ind
GLh(Fw)
P 0(Fw) (Spsi (n h)(ij  j
n h
Fw )

(
j6=i Spsj(j)) 
 M;w;2)]
in Groth l(D

Fw;n h  GLh(Fw)), where the sum is over all i such that si  n   h,
and P0  GLh is an appropriate parabolic subgroup. (As pointed out in [TY07],
there is a typo in Lemma I.3.9 of [HT01] | `positive integers h1;:::;ht' should be
replaced by `non-negative integers h1;:::;ht'.) Moreover,
dim

n-Ind
GLh(Fw)
P 0(Fw) (Spsi (n h)(ij  j
n h
Fw ) 
 (
j6=i Spsj(j)) 
 M;w;2)
Iwh;w
=
h!
(si   (n   h))!
Q
j6=i sj!
(see page 490 of [TY07]). From this we deduce that
BC
p[H(YIw(m);S;L)][T] = D[{ 11;p]
n #S X
h=1
( 1)n #S h

n   #S
h
 X
i:sin h
h!
(si   (n   h))!
Q
j6=i sj!
[Vi];
where Vi = rec(
 1
i { 1jj
(1 n)=2
Fw (p;0 NFw=Eu) 1). As on page 490 of [TY07], it
follows that
BC
p[H(YIw(m);S;L)][T] = D[{ 11;p] 
X
i:si=#S
(n   #S)!
Q
j6=i sj!
[Vi]:
As 1;w is unitary and tempered (by Corollary 1.3 of [Shi10]) and rec(p;0)  =
{ 1rec( u) is strictly pure of weight 2t   m (since Cj
 1
E

1 =  c
1), we see that
rec(_
M;w;1 
{ 1jj
(1 n)=2
Fw (p;0 NFw=Eu) 1) is pure of weight m  2t +n 1. If
si = #S, it follows that Vi is strictly pure of weight m  2t +n 1 (#S  1) =
m   2t + n   #S. The Weil conjectures now imply that if j 6= n   #S then
[Hj(YIw(m);S;L)][T] = a[Hm+j(AIw(m);S;Ql(t))][T] = (0)
in Groth l(G(Ap;1)  Frob
Z
w). Since
[Hj(YIw(m);S;L)K
T
fTg] = ([Hj(YIw(m);S;L)][T])K
T
in Groth l(G(ATfin fpg)  Frob
Z
w), the result follows. 
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Corollary 6.7. Suppose that l = p and  : W0 ,! Ql over Zp = Zl. Let T  f1g
be a nite set of places of Q with RamF=Q [RamQ()[fpg  Tn  SplF=F +;Q. If

Iw(m)
p 6= (0), then for every S  f1;:::;ng, we have
a(Hj+m(A
m
Iw(m);S=W0) 
W0; Ql)K
T
fTg = (0)
for j 6= n   #S.
The next corollary follows from the previous two results combined with Theorem
3.2 and the proof of Corollary 6.3.
Corollary 6.8. If 
Iw(m)
p 6= 0, then WD(e R
n 1
;l ()jGFw) is pure of weight m  
2t + n   1 and WD(Rl;{(1)jGFw) is pure of weight n   2.
7. Proof of Theorem 1.2
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose that vjl is a place of L
with 
Iwm;v
v 6= f0g. Choose a nite CM soluble Galois extension F=L such that
{ [F+ : Q] is even;
{ F = EF+ where E is a quadratic imaginary eld in which l splits;
{ F splits completely above v;
{ BC F=L() is cuspidal;
{ RamF=Q [RamQ(BC F=L())  SplQ;F=F +.
(See the argument in the penultimate paragraph of [Shi10].) Let l and { : Ql
 ! C
as given to us by the statement of Theorem 1.2. Choose another prime l0 6= l and
{0 : Ql0
 ! C. Recall that in Section 2 we introduced notation that was then in force
from Section 3 to Section 6. We will shortly apply the results of these sections in
two scenarios { one where the pair (l;{) of Section 2 is equal to the pair (l;{) of
the statement of Theorem 1.2 and one where the (l;{) of Section 2 is equal to the
pair (l0;{0) chosen above. The rest of the notation we x as follows: we take E;F
and F+ as chosen above. We take p = l and let w be a prime of F lying above the
prime v of L. This determines u and w1;:::;wr. We choose some  : F ,! C and
{p : Qp
 ! C such that { 1
p  induces w. We take n = m if m is odd and n = m+1
otherwise. Finally we choose a set of data (V;h;i;h) satisfying the assumptions
of Section 2.
Suppose rst of all that m is odd. Denote BC F=L(L) by 1. We choose
  and C as in Section 6.1 and set e  =   
 1,  = { 1C and 0 = ({0) 1C.
Dene e R
n 1
;l (e ) and e R
n 1
0;l0 (e ) as in Section 3.1. Then e R
n 1
0;l0 (e )ss  = Rl0;{0(1)CG 

Rl0;{0( )jGF by Theorem 3.1 and hence
{0WD(e R
n 1
0;l0 (e )ssjGFw)F-ss  = rec((1
w)_ 
 j  j(1 n)=2  det)CG 
 rec(  1
u  NFw=Eu)
by Theorem 1.2 of [Shi10]. Let T  f1g be a nite set of places of Q with
RamF=Q [RamQ(e ) [fpg  Tn  SplF=F +;Q and let T0 = Tn  fpg. Let 0
Tfin be
the unique element of Irrl0(G(ATfin)) with BC Tfin({00
Tfin) = e Tfin. Choose m 2 Zr 1
and a compact open subgroup UT 0  G(AT 0) such that (0
Tfin)Iw(m)UT0 6= f0g.
Let (e0)T 2 Ql0[KTnG(AT)=KT] be an idempotent with (e0)TRK
T
= RK
T
fe Tg
whenever R is one of Hj(XIw(m);L0) or a0Hj(A
m0
Iw(m);S;Ql0). Then each of these
spaces is 0
T 0-isotypic. Let e = { 1{0e0. Then for each  2 WFw, j  0, S LOCAL-GLOBAL COMPATIBILITY FOR l = p, I. 25
f1;:::;ng and  : W0 ,! Ql over Zl, we have
{0tr(e0a0jHj(A
m
Iw(m);S;Ql0)K
TUT0) =
{tr(eaj(Hj(A
m0
Iw(m);S=W0) 
W0; Ql)K
TUT0)
by the main results of [KM74] and [GM87]. For each j  0, we have
ea(Hj(A
m0
Iw(m);S=W0) 
W0; Ql)K
T
 a(Hj(A
m0
Iw(m);S=W0) 
W0; Ql)K
T
fe Tg
e(Hj(XIw(m)=W0) 
W0; Ql)K
T
 (Hj(XIw(m)=W0) 
W0; Ql)K
T
fe Tg:
We then deduce from the previous equality of traces together with Proposition 6.1,
Corollary 6.2, Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 3.1 that the two inclusions above are
equalities (for dimension reasons) and moreover that
{0tr(jWD(e R
n 1
0;l0 (e )jGFw)) = {tr(jWD(e R
n 1
;l (e )jGFw))
for each  2 WFw and hence
{WD(e R
n 1
;l (e )jGFw)ss  = (rec((1
w)_ 
 jdetj(1 n)=2)ss)CG 
 rec(  1
u  NFw=Eu):
Since e R
n 1
;l (e )ss  = Rl;{(1)CG 
 Rl;{( )jGF, by Theorem 3.1, we see that
{WD(Rl;{(1)jGFw)ss  = rec((1
w)_ 
 jdetj(1 n)=2)ss:
By Proposition 1.1, it suces to show that WD(Rl;{(1)jGFw) is pure and this
is established in Corollary 6.3. As v splits completely in F, we have established
Theorem 1.2 in the case when m is odd.
Now suppose that m is even and denote BC F=L(L) by 1. We choose  , C, $,
2 and 1 as in Lemma 6.4. Set e  =   
 1 and  = { 1C and 0 = ({0) 1C and
dene e R
n 1
;l (e ) and e R
n 1
0;l0 (e ) as in Section 3.2. The proof now proceeds exactly
as in the case where m is odd except that we replace the appeals to Theorem
3.1, Proposition 6.1, Corollary 6.2 and Corollary 6.3 with appeals to Theorem 3.2,
Proposition 6.6, Corollary 6.7 and Corollary 6.8 respectively.
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